


� The sq/e manl.lfr,ctured where diamonds and security au began . 

BiSChOff TRTL30x6 
lntrodudng tlae Sununft TIITL30x6 

Manufactured for the high-security market, the Summit is the first safe to use special Super-Alloy 

from Bischoff. This Super-Alloy Incorporates multiple layers of stainless steel, aluminum alloy, 

copper, and Bischoff's own special alloy spheres. 

The Summit safe, using Bischofl's special Super-Alloy, gives six-sided protection for locations 

with severe elevator and floor-load restrictions. Bischoff is truly the problem-solver. 

DOOR SPECmCATIONS 

The overa]] door thickness is 220 mm (8.5n), and is constructed of outer and inner plates that 

contain alloy thickness of 100 mm. Additional protection is provided by a frame of copper bars in 

the door and jamb area. 

BODYSPECmCATIONS 

The body features a one-piece bell casting of Super-Alloy by Bischoff with an overall thickness of 

110 mm with an alloy thickness of 100 mm. 

LOCKS 

The Summit is equipped with two U.L.-listed group 1 manipulation-proof locks. A third lock, a 

nine-lever, double-bitted keylock is provided in conjunction with the combination locks. All models 

are prepared for time locks, with the exception of the smallest two units. 

BOLTWORK 

The massive boltwork and locking systems were designed to give maximum protection against 

explosive attacks from all directions. The Summit has a three-way moving boltwork, with fixed 

bolts on the hinge side of the door. The diameter of each bolt is a massive 39mm (l½H). 

RELOCKING DEVICES 

The relocking devices and vital mechanisms are protected by special glass plates, which if 

tampered with, release a number of randomly-located relocking devices, independent of the 

exterior locks. This provides the safe with maximum protection against invasion. Live relocking 

devices are used so that they activate each time the safe is locked. 
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MODEL 
111$1DE DIMENSIONS Jnchos OUTSIDE DIIIEHSIONS inches 

CUBIC JNCH 
l'llGHT WIDTH DEl'TI< HEIGHT WIOTH DEPTI' CAPACITY 

! SM1St7 ;r.; ,1 1� 3:!•, �-. lll'• 6800 

I 
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SM:!620 :16 2ll 20 u·. 211·,., � ,. 14.400 

s,ue:zo '8 :r., 21) 56'··· 2&·•·· 32''/•• ,1:100 

SM0020 60 2l 21 1151:1,. 28•1,, 32".'•• 26.•eo 

SM611� r,a 26 20 10•,, 34•, 32·•, .. 3!300 

1: SM61138 &B J8 26 )&''t .,.,. 38'1 .• 8J.64! 
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OVERALL DOOR THICKNESS TRTL30x6 - 81/• Inches

ALLOY THICKNESS TRTL30x6: DOOR - 311/11 BODY - 3"/,• 

c_ �J?im_!�_sions and Weights are Approximate 

SM6836 
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J151! lbs. 
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:l«IOlbs 

41110lbl. 

5500 lb■. 


